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Internet sensation Grumpy Cat's epic feline frown has inspired legions of devoted fans. This

hilarious photographic wall calendar delivers twelve months of Grumpy Cat's bad attitude and

scathing commentary on the world. In the style of the popular meme inspired by Grumpy Cat, the

calendar offers new as well as classic musings to satisfy curmudgeons, cat lovers, and fans of the

frown all year long.
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Grumpy Cat through the year. The quotes are too funny. I bought it for my calendar frame I have

and can not wait to put it up. I am a totally Grumpy Cat Fan!! I look forward to seeing your frowning

face!!

Just received my calendar, it is a perfect dose of the monthly sarcasm and stellar grumpiness that

we have come to expect from our beloved Grumpy Cat. A good size for reading the days and dates

and for filling the the room with her piercing stare. Can't wait to hang it on January 1.

It was cute & the sayings were very funny, but they reused a lot of the pictures & just put different

sayings on them. For a calendar, where you're looking at the same picture literally for a month, one

would think that the people who designed this would have been able to whip up 12 DIFFERENT

pics, especially considering there are - oh - hundreds (if not thousands!) of pictures of Grumpy Cat

available! I get it, they're memes, and memes are often the same pic with different sayings...but

when you actually pay for a calendar, you're still not expecting one pic to get used 2 and 3 times.



Internet memes you look at for a matter of seconds. Who wants to see the same one for 2 or 3

months?!

This is a very nice calendar with plenty of daily space for notes, meeting times, etc. The Grumpy Cat

makes me smile every time I look at it, Well packed for shipment, I'm supremely happy with this

product.

I'm very happy with this calendar (I guess). If I have to be at work, at least Grumpy can keep me

company...

I absolutely love this calendar! 12 photos of that grumpy feline to help grump up each month. Each

photo is captioned with her sarcasm in classic grump cat style! I couldn't wait for 2014 I've already

hung it on my wall!

Since first appearing on the "LOL Cats" and "I Can Has Cheezeburger" websites and subscription

emails, Grumpy Cat has become an overnight sensation! BTW, Grumpy Cat is not grumpy! She is

just blessed (cursed?) with a memorable facial expression. Because of this, most pictures of GC

look very much alike. From month-to-month, the photos look very similar. Only the captions are

different. January reads "I had fun once. It was awful!" Not a lot of variety here, but my wife loves

GC and her pictures make her smile and (alas) giggle, What a face! If Grumpy Cat makes you

smile, you will enjoy this calendar on your wall!

I had this calendar once, I hated it.JK LOLThis is a good calendar it has all twelve months included

and holidays listed as advertised. Old women in your office will love that you have this in your

cubicle and will say things to you that grumpy cat may say. I enjoy that as a happily married man I'll

never have to worry about being hit on at work by younger women because if I saw this in a grown

man's cubicle I'd just instantly take that option off the table. Homewrecker repellant? Anyway buy

this and get yo grump awn.
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